
7,468 Yards of 3M Science
Fans! Applause! Unforgettable moments!

Being back together for a common cause has never felt better. At this year’s 3M 
Open, an enhanced fan experience is designed to show how 3M Science is 

helping us all safely return to events, work, and our communities. We invite you to 
explore the grounds of the 3M Open to experience how 3M Science is not only 
helping to bring a PGA TOUR tournament to life, but helping our world return.

2
Floating chairs? Find out how 3M Science is giving you a unique 
“hang” to watch golf.

3M™ VHB™ Hangouts Located near Holes 4 & 7

Here you’ll find a fitting and stunning artistic nod to MN nature created 
using 3M Science to create vibrant, color-shifting butterflies.
You might even get to take home one for yourself.

1 3M™ Dichroic Film Butterfly Garden Located at main entrance

At 3M, we think science is beautiful. Find out how 90 of the top 100 
food brands rely on 3M Science to help keep their production lines 
safe. A perfect blend of art and science.

3 Agar Art using 3M™ Petrifilm Plates  Located in Fan Village

If you’re looking for a little (and loud) competition, make your way to 
the Fan Village and challenge a fellow guest to a unique twist on a 
golf driving contest. Hearing protection suggested.

4 Loudest Drive Competition featuring 3M™ Hearing Protection    Fan Village

DO’S & DON’TS

Check out the FANUC® Robot & 
3M™ Abrasives at the 3M 
Science Dome. Watch a robot 
create a one-of-a-kind golf tool 
for you to use during your next 
round.

DO
Miss the Wrapped in Happiness 
art installation! A field of 
happiness awaits you in the Fan 
Village, thanks to over 90 unique 
and inspirational moments of 
“happy” and some 3M Science.

DON’T




